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to design my own course on women and advocacy work, I found myself falling back on some of the concepts, and even the exact assignments, that I taught in my managerial communications class.
The Development of COMM 2011: Advocacy, Politics, and Women When I took a position at Tulane University with Newcomb College Institute, was given the opportunity to design my own course within the Communication department as a low--level elective. In this new permanent role, I wanted to take part in engaged teaching approaches, but directly working with community partners in my new community seemed out of reach, particularly as I was not yet aware of what those challenges were without making assumptions based on a superficial understanding of the city. Instead, I chose a project--based approach, offering students the chance to identify their own areas of concern and expertise. Students select their own group members of no more than four to five, and over the course of the entire semester, work together to develop a policy proposition, an oral presentation, and a written research report. The syllabus offers a holistic vision of the course with very general language and clear learning outcomes:
• Students will be able to demonstrate knowledge of major principles of the persuasion process and be able to demonstrate application of these principals in written, oral, and visual communications.
• Students will be able to articulate a critical, informed position on an issue and engage in productive and responsible intellectual exchanges that demonstrate the ability to grasp and respond to other positions as well as Smith, Aidan. Tools of the Trade: Persuasive Communications for Feminist Practice 4 to set forth their own.
• Using class concepts, students will learn how to critically analyze U.S. media and popular culture for intersectional representations of gender and sexuality.
• Students will be able to identify challenges involved in practicing feminism and gender--focused politics in the public sphere.
The full syllabus can be found in Appendix A.
For their graded assessments, students are tasked with assignments that would mirror the kind of persuasive communications pieces they would develop and circulate in the real world. Other than the midterm exam, each assignment engages with the topic selected by the students. These include:
• A one--minute "elevator pitch" that summarizes their position on the policy change they are pursuing.
• Midterm exam that tests reasoning skills by identifying common fallacies, persuasion theory, argumentation tactics, familiarity with rhetorical devices
• An op--ed on the issue to the publication of your choice appropriate to the policy under consideration (for instance, the campus newspaper or regional news outlet)
• A 40--minute oral presentation as a group, with an accompanying "leave-behind" research report of no less than 25 pages
• A "skeptic review" that analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of your Cialdini's weapons of influence allows these students of feminist activism to deploy the same tools as their counterparts in marketing programs, illustrating for students that learning these skills provides them a way to stay engaged in the issues they are passionate about long after they leave campus.
Tactical readings focus on the building blocks of persuasive communications, from reasoning processes, the strength of logos, pathos and ethos appeals, and avoiding fallacies. Evaluating evidence was also a key component of discussion, how to ensure your research meets criteria of consistency, reliability, and relevance to the debate at hand. In this era of accusations of "fake news," I strengthened this section of the course, requiring students to do a comparison of an online reliable source to one that was generated by a propaganda outlet or otherwise suspicious Importantly, the final assignment in the class is not the group project or presentation, but is instead a reflection that places the student in the role of critic, or what I refer to as an "assigned skeptic." Students are required to thoughtfully dismantle another groups presentation, assessing not the public speaking skills of their peers, but their reasoning, research and persuasion tactics. This exercise forces the students to engage in a topic that they are not as familiar with, and also teaches them the value of developing thoughtful questions in a respectful manner. As the work of higher education scholar Linda Sax reveals, undergraduates, particularly women students, are often reluctant to pose difficult questions in a classroom setting for fear of alienating the respondent or being wrong in their personal assessment. The role of assigned skeptic provides "cover" for them to probe for further information without positioning it as a personal attack on their peer.
Making Change: Evidence of Success on Campus
Each semester, students are provided a list of possible topics to consider that place gender at the center of a controversial policy. Groups are encouraged to choose a topic that they are genuinely interested in, while acknowledging that research may be more tenable with a more general topic. The list of possible topics Smith, Aidan. Tools of the Trade: Persuasive Communications for Feminist Practice 9
can be found with as part of Appendix B. Suggestions for consideration include an appeal to Orleans Parish School Board to change its abstinence--only sexual education policy or an appeal to the governor of Louisiana to grant clemency to women incarcerated for killing their batterers as a result of intimate partner violence. Students have pursued these topics, and generated their own, like a group who appealed to the American Medical Association to change its policy banning men who have sex with men from donating blood.
As an instructor, the most rewarding project has been one that addressed real issues of concern on our campus. Tulane University has long struggled with issues of sexual assault endemic to almost all college campus in the United States. Student activists here have successfully lobbied the university's administration to address the problem through a variety of efforts, from shifts in freshman orientation to a campus wide climate survey. My students added their voices to the initiative in a effort to make the number of reported incidents of sexual assault on campus more easily accessible to students, parents, and the general public. As a result of their participation in the class project, for which they prepared the required proposition change and documents, students also appealed to the TUPD via Twitter to set a meeting to meet with then--Superintendent John Barnwell. Their requests were clear and simple:
• A yearly email sent from Superintendent Barnwell or Tulane administration. • Add a new section to TUPD's website with a simple, clear, and complete view of past years' crime statistics. This would include sexual assault statistics as well as other crimes, giving students, parents, and the community a way to get a quick snapshot of crimes that occurred on--and off--campus in past years. This section would provide the information in easy--to--read tables organized by the specific offense and would not require much maintenance from TUPD.
• Upgrade to the daily crime log. We propose that it is expanded to reach back further than a few months. While our second suggestion would provide a way to see a numeric representation of crimes occurring, the daily crime log provides additional details about the location, date/time of occurrence, and follow--up actions.
This groups materials can be found in Appendix E. As a result of this basic conversation and their compelling materials, the TUPD shifted to an online report, listing in simple terms the number of reported assaults:
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Since this time, the university has taken on a more proactive stance in talking about sexual assault on campus. In 2016, they've conducted a campus climate survey, and when the statistics were above the national average, there was reluctance to release the data, and student activists, some of my former students, pushed back against the administration both in the student newspaper and through interpersonal work with senior administration. While the changes in the website were a small component of a larger campaign, the students felt energized to continue this work. As this course continues to evolve to meet the needs of its student and the contemporary climate, I hope to demonstrate to faculty the value of teaching students to connect theory with practice, particularly as part of an analysis of feminist activism. Once armed with an understanding of gender as a category that frames social and political outcomes, students are often enthusiastic about engaging in hands--on social change.
Limitations
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR FINAL ASSIGNMENT
Below you will find the instructions for your final major speaking and writing assignment. Be sure to read the instructions carefully, and complete all stages of the task.
ORAL AND VISUAL COMPONENTS
Instructions: Your team will be presenting an extended argument (or case) for a change in policy at the national, regional or local level. You must argue for some specific change in the status quo--you want to modify present laws, rules, or policies. The issue must have a readily discernable gender component. If you select a local law or policy in one specific organization, be sure that the issue is significant enough that some research has been done and credible evidence exists upon which you can build your case. Assume that your audience is mixed:
most are simply concerned citizens (which we all are) but others are the very decision-makers (law-making politicians, perhaps, or the upper management of the organization) who can carry out the change you want.
Your group will have 40 minutes to make your case. Plan the presentation to the class, using all member of the team, with time for questions afterward. No one team member should speak for more than twice as long as the presentation time of the team member who speaks the least. Plan to use visuals effectively and find ways to hold audience attention for that length of time.
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Allow yourselves plenty of team practice time once the PowerPoint part of the presentation is set.
The focus of this assignment is the logic and persuasiveness of your evidence and arguments.
Specific Tasks:
Using your analytical thinking ability, your knowledge of reasoning and argumentation, and your own research, approach the assignment as follows:
1. Formulate a proposition that is clear, controversial, challenging, and balanced. I will ask you for this proposition and at least five credible sources of evidence via email as noted in the syllabus.
2. Research this issue to find enough evidence to support all of your main claims. You will need to turn in a bibliography (or works cited) page using MLA, APA or other recognized format along with your written report.
3. Prepare to respond to skeptical (but not hostile) questions at the conclusion of your presentation.
Smith, Aidan. Tools of the Trade: Persuasive Communications for Feminist Practice 4. Prepare at least 3 copies of your slides: you must provide one copy to your assigned skeptics by 5 p.m. the day before you speak (you may email this copy). One copy you will hand to me at the moment you get up to speak (this may be printed six slides to a page.) One copy will be for your presentation notes-you might print this larger, and mark it up for reading.
Other suggestions:
• Use an attention-getting introduction, a clear preview of the organization of the speech, and a summary in your conclusion.
• At least one of your visuals should be a concept overview: a brief, upfront summary of policy change and why it is important. Another of your visuals must be a preview of the structure or organization of the presentation.
• Make sure every major claim is backed up with evidence (watch for fallacies).
• Don't make new claims in the conclusion.
• Don't waste words. Edit carefully so you can provide the most persuasive case in the limited time available.
• Practice your speech to make sure you are fluent and the timing is correct. You should be familiar enough with the material that you can make some eye contact and provide some vocal variety (although I recognize that delivery will be constrained somewhat by the need to present large amounts of detailed, accurate information). 
WRITTEN COMPONENT
Your group will prepare a 20-25 page written proposal that will serve as an accompaniment to your oral presentation. This report will expand on the narrative that your group presented, but will provide a more in-depth discussion of the relevant issues surrounding the policy you wish to change, from the status quo to the change you wish to see brought to fruition. This proposal should include a background of the current situation and problems with the policy, but should emphasize the benefits of the change that you are advocating. These benefits may be both qualitative and quantitative (social benefits, cost savings, etc.) In a real-world scenario, the written proposal would serve as a leave-behind piece that your audience would be able to refer to following the presentation. It is your opportunity to articulate your argument in a more nuanced way than provided in a brief oral presentation. The report may include the statistical information that could be considered too dry for a large audience, but would serve as a persuasive tool for those interested in the quantitative aspects of the issue.
All aspects of the presentation, both written and oral, should be cohesive and presented in one unified voice. Though there will be multiple writers participating in the creation of this document, the proposal should read smoothly, as though written by one author.
The group oral presentation will be given on the day noted in the syllabus.
The skeptic review is due via email no later than one week after the assigned oral presentation. Final written report, presentation slides and other supporting materials due May 6 by 5:00 pm via email. 
Evaluation of Group Project Oral Presentation

Op-Ed:
A term referring to the "opposite the editorial" page of newspapers, a page traditionally reserved for columnists, letters to the editor, and other guests. It operates as a complement to the newspaper's own editorial positions, sometimes expressed in an unsigned article and offering the official opinion of the newspaper's editorial board.
A good op-ed piece is topical, offering a perspective on a current item of interest to the readers of the publication. The writer offers a unique, focused look at the subject, often using both logical and emotional appeals to persuade readers. The writer's tone is balanced and consistent, and his or her voice unique--humorous or cynical, angry or sorrowful, objective or contemplative, but definitely the voice of the writer. Op-ed pieces are the product of an individual, not a committee. Your assignment is to write an op-ed piece on a subject that relates to your advocacy project, but from your particular point of view, in your own voice. You must formulate an opinion about a subject and attempt to persuade your target audience.
Another consideration for op-ed pieces is that it must be short and concise. Although lengths of op-ed pieces in real newspapers vary--those in the New York Times may be longer than those in smaller papers, for example--you should waste no time in getting to your point. For this assignment, I recommend a maximum length of 800 words. If you can't get your opinion across in that many words, you should probably narrow your topic. Likewise, a good op-ed piece cannot be too short. If the opinion can be encapsulated in, say, less than 400 words, then it probably isn't unique enough to be worth writing about in the first place. A minimum length for this assignment, then, is 400 words.
Please review the following suggestions for this assignment. If you have any questions, please visit during office hours or contact me at asmith41@tulane.edu.
You op-ed piece will be due in class in hard copy on November 3. Please note the intended publication or media outlet for this piece. For instance, you would intend to submit this for inclusion in the Hullabaloo, Times-Picayune, etc.
Tips:
Know your target publication One of the worst things you can do when writing is to write in a manner inconsistent with your target medium. Be sure to apply your skills of audience analysis to this assignment. Don't feel you need to keep your paragraphs wholly unified and long. In journalistic writing, it is perfectly legitimate to begin new paragraphs often, even if it means continuing a thought begun in an earlier paragraph. Another consideration about newspaper writing is that you must grab the reader's attention quickly. Newspapers are meant to be read quickly, and rarely are they ever read again. And if an article is not interesting, readers generally will not bother finishing it.
OP--ED Assignment Instructions
Supporting your argument
Regardless of who you're writing for, you need to explain your subject and support your argument in ways that are both informative and persuasive. This is especially true of technical or complex subjects, such as economics or science. Consider the tools of argumentation we have discussed in class, as well as the methods of evaluating evidence.
One way is to draw comparisons and analogies that the typical reader can relate to. It is no accident that politicians in Washington arguing for a balanced budget compare our nation's spending to a family's financial situation--something most people are familiar with. Other ways to support your argument is to use voices of authority, such as experts and statistics, and to appeal to the needs and values of your readers. Obviously, having experts who agree with you is a boon to your argument. Keep in mind, however, that your readers may not agree who is an acknowledged expert. When Philip Morris issues a scientific report on the harmfulness of tobacco, most people view it skeptically because Philip Morris stands to benefit from a favorable report.
If you do use expert opinion, do so wisely, quoting exactly (if you quote) and establishing the credentials of your expert if he or she is unfamiliar to your readers. Often you can do this quite simply in the first attribution, as in "Harvard physicist Joseph Smith, author of The Atoms Family, says…" By explaining that Smith is a physicist at Harvard and has written a book on atoms, you subtly suggest he is an expert who can be trusted. Statistics, too, can and often are used in writing, but you should exercise the same reservations with them as with expert opinion. You should make sure they come from a reputable source, and you should let readers know the source. Keep in mind that statistics can be skewed. If a glass is described as 25 percent empty, it is also 75 percent full. Statistics about gun-related deaths from the National Rifle Association may be skewed to favor the NRA's views on gun control. Also, make sure pertinent terms are clearly defined. A few years ago, the number of farms in one state was reduced by several thousands by changing the definition of "farm" in the government agency that keeps track of such things.
Finally, don't over-rely on statistics. Too many numbers tend to convolute an argument. Whenever possible, you should use statistical information alongside appropriate comparisons or analogies that vividly illustrate the relationships. An argument about the number of drunk driving fatalities, for example, could be compared to deaths resulting from other causes, such as cancer or heart disease. Factual evidence from acknowledged authorities may suffice for a factual argument, but when making value or policy claims (see "Know your opinion"), you may require more. In such cases, it is essential to appeal to the readers' needs and values.
If you are writing for a general newspaper audience, it is a bit more difficult to determine your readers' needs and values, but you should still employ such appeals and hope that decent and reasonable people will share many of the needs and values that underlie your claims.
